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Three Abortionists Admit Symptoms Consistent with COVID19 as Abortion
Facilities Ignore Health Risks
Get Ready! Forced Quarantines Are Next--Martial Law likely around the
corner
CORONAVIRUS: Denmark Passes Law Enabling Forced Coronavirus
Vaccinations--New measures “most extreme since the Second World War”
HOSPITALS IN SPAIN COLLAPSING; INFECTED HAVE TO LAY ON FLOOR NO BEDS
A single case of the coronavirus has wreaked havoc in our hospital--I’m a
Doctor in Britain--We’re Heading Into the Abyss
Hello from Italy--This is a crisis like none before
Coronavirus patients on 'apocalypse' ward gasp in bubble helmets as army
move bodies
TRUCKLOADS OF DEAD BODIES IN ITALY – CORONAVIRUS
Why Are So Many People In Italy Dying Of The Coronavirus?
This respiratory therapist treats coronavirus in New Orleans--He says the
virus is a lot worse than you think
HUGE! Results from Breaking Chloroquine Study Show a High Cure Rate
for Patients Infected with the Coronavirus While Chloroquine is harder to
obtain-- vitamin C & Zinc are not
Chloroquine enhances zinc uptake in the body
Zinc Importance In Dealing with the Coronavirus and Enhancing the
Immune System
Chloroquine a Possible Cure for Coronavirus--Trump Says
Dr. Gupta stunned by Trump-Fauci Chloroquine difference at briefing
Adults in their 20s and 30s are dying from heart attacks after quick lung
infections--We’re Not Getting the Truth About the Coronavirus-Shocking
Revelation!!!
Chinese doctors say coronavirus ‘like a combination of SARS and AIDS’,
can cause irreversible lung damage
Americans for Legal Immigration PAC is releasing a survey suggesting
massive opposition to Trump's plan to use a Google website to collect
private medical information and conduct triage screening for Coronavirus
(COVID-19) cases
Advanced knowledge? CDC started hiring QUARANTINE program
managers last November--Hirings for quarantine centers in Texas,
California, New York, Washington, Illinois, Massachusetts and more
Recommend Protocol For The Viral Outbreaks

++ List of Current Event Prayer Points:
For the Lord to neutralize and destroy the coronavirus worldwide.
For Gods intervention regarding 2nd Amendment and disarmament/gun
confiscation situation developing in Virginia and other parts of the USA, Against
all the UN troops already in America and coming here, Against the coming
created Ebola pandemic caused by the GMO Ebola vaccines and all the infected

Congolese migrants on US soil, For Gods intervention regarding all the weather
warfare to destroy crop yields for 2020, For Gods intervention with the CA
wildfires & Directed Energy Weapon attacks and all the wicked plans surrounding
this to be destroyed, For the Defense, Protection and Victory of all Christians
worldwide (especially the persecuted) & also all the Targeted Individuals (TI’s)
Worldwide, Against Project Pogo & Project Zyphr that would result in the
"extermination" of tens of millions of awake Americans, That President Trump
Would NOT approve the Equality Act or any evil law, Against All Planned
Pandemics Plagues, Against the Exploding GMO Weaponized Tick & Mosquito
Populations, Against the Forced Vaccination Mandates, Against The Illegal
Alien/Terrorist/Embedded Solider Caravans Coming up through the US southern
border & already on America Soil, Against the 5G & 6G Rollout & the 42,000
Satellites Being Launched Sending Intense Microwave Radiation Over Entire
Earth—2020 is when this really gets cranked up, For All Christians to wake up
and spread the gospel and push back against all their freedoms being taken
away, Against the slaughter of Christians worldwide, Against all the witchcraft
being done worldwide to perpetuate and bring in more evil, death and
destruction, Against the ‘Internet Kill Switch’ implementation, against the plans &
wickedness of high level politicians, For President Trump to do the right thing
and enact righteous laws and appoint righteous people, Against mandatory
vaccinations being implemented and that the truth would come out about them,
for the masses to get saved and have eyes to see, ears to hear and hearts to
receive the truth, Against The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, Against the
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima
Nuclear Radiation Contamination & Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down
Worldwide, Against the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place Worldwide,
Against Further Vote Rigging, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Latin American,
Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell Solders imbedded in
America, For Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim Invasion of Europe, America
and Canada, For the eradication of CERN and all the other 30,000+ particle
colliders worldwide & the eradication of the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The
eradication and exposure of all Pedovore, Pedo-predator & all Child Sex
trafficking networks worldwide, Against LGBTQ movement and against the
normalization of all child molestation and sexualization of teens, children &
babies, For the protection of all infants, children, teenager and adults caught in
all evil networks, For the eradication of all adult and child pornography, bestiality
pornography and snuff film sources and businesses, For the Supreme Court to
overturn Roe v. Wade, For the eradication of all abortion clinics & Planned
Parenthood centers worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of witchcraft from
their owners and employees, For the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail
programs, Nexrad Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation, NASA’s Blastwave
Accelerators & all DEW’s (Directed Energy Weapons) causing the fires worldwide,
For the eradication worldwide of all planned deep state & Muslim false flag
events—Against the wickedness being openly promoted by the Democrat party
and ALL Democrats running for president—Against the wickedness being
perpetuated by Hollywood, Netflix, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram, YouTube and all the tech giants and the dominant streaming content
producers—Against the pop culture rock and rap music industry—Against the
wicked factions of Modern medicine & the pharmaceutical & vaccine industry—
Against the Vatican, Pope and Catholicism--Every level of government that has by
hijacked by wickedness—Against the global banking cartels and the 13 families
of the Illuminati—Against the wicked factions of the public universities and public
schools. ++Add to your personal prayers: For the Lord to deactivate, neutralize,
destroy and purge any and all nanobots, nanoparticles, nanotech, microchips or
implants in or on our bodies, and to destroy and purge any and all wicked
bacteria, viruses, candida and parasites in or on our bodies and to deactivate,
neutralize, destroy and purge any other wicked things the globalist elite have
gotten into our bodies.
++ In 1981 William Casey (CIA Director) Told the Newly Elected President Ronald
Reagan:

Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth

violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion
The Lord’s Protection & The Biblical Remedy for Fear
Psalm 57:1 "Be merciful unto me, O God, be merciful unto me: for my soul
trusteth in thee: yea, in the shadow of thy wings will I make my refuge, until these
calamities be overpast."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind."
Psalm 91:4-6: "He shall cover thee with his feathers, and under his wings shalt
thou trust: his truth shall be thy shield and buckler. Thou shalt not be afraid for
the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; Nor for the pestilence that
walketh in darkness; nor for the destruction that wasteth at noonday."
Psa 56:1 (David, when the Philistines took him in Gath) Be merciful unto me, O
God: for man would swallow me up; he fighting daily oppresseth me.
Psa 56:2 Mine enemies would daily swallow me up: for they be many that fight
against me, O thou most High.
Psa 56:3 What time I am afraid, I will trust in thee.
Psa 56:4 In God I will praise his word, in God I have put my trust; I will not fear
what flesh can do unto me.
Psalm 56:11: “In God have I put my trust: I will not be afraid what man can do
unto me.”
Psalm 112:7: “He shall not be afraid of evil tidings: his heart is fixed, trusting in
the LORD.”
Jeremiah 1:17-19: "Thou therefore gird up thy loins, and arise, and speak unto
them all that I command thee: be not dismayed at their faces, lest I confound thee
before them. For, behold, I have made thee this day a defenced city, and an iron
pillar, and brasen walls against the whole land, against the kings of Judah,
against the princes thereof, against the priests thereof, and against the people of
the land. And they shall fight against thee; but they shall not prevail against thee;
for I am with thee, saith the LORD, to deliver thee."
Proverbs 29:25: “The fear of man bringeth a snare: but whoso putteth his trust in
the LORD shall be safe.”
Proverbs 3:5&6: “Trust in the LORD with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine
own understanding. In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy
paths.”
Ephesians 6:11-19: “Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and the power of
his might. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to stand against
the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world,
against spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you the whole
armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done
all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having
on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet shod with the preparation of

the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be
able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. And take the helmet of salvation,
and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God: Praying always with all
prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all
perseverance and supplication for all saints; And for me, that utterance may be
given unto me, that I may open my mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of
the gospel..."
Romans 13:14: "But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for
the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof.
Biblical Remedy:
The Bible Verses Listed Above and
Imprecatory Prayer – Psalm 64 – Gods Judgment on Wickedness – A Christians
‘Door of Hope’ By Dr. Scott Johnson | August 12, 2007
It's Official: U.S. Military Activated within CONUS
20 March 2020--The US Military has begun operations inside the United States and
for the first time in the modern history of the United States, the Department of
Defense has been given standby orders to ensure the “continuity of
government”, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
These extraordinary measures, which include evacuating White House officials to
remote quarantined locations, and devolving the nation’s leadership to “secondtier officials”, were originally meant for the aftermath of a nuclear war.
“Above-Top Secret” contingency plans are now in place, in case the nation’s
Constitutional power successors are incapacitated by the pandemic. Standby
orders have been issued for a series of plans under the US Northern Command
(NORTHCOM), which was created in response to the 9/11 attacks as a homeland
defense military authority.
These operations are codenamed OCTAGON, FREEJACK and ZODIAC, and
include CONPLAN 3400 (homeland defense if the US itself is the battlefield),
CONPLAN 3500 (defending civil authorities in an emergency), and CONPLAN
3600 (defending the National Capital Region from an attack). The Defense
Secretary, Mark T. Esper, has authorized NORTHCOM to “prepare to deploy” in
support of these “potential extraordinary missions”. These include “the
possibility of some form of martial law”, where military commanders would be
given executive powers across the US until a new civilian leadership would
emerge.
An added complication to these plans is that the military itself is vulnerable to the
coronavirus pandemic, which makes for “extraordinary circumstances.” In
recognition of this vulnerability, the Department of Defense has instituted
unprecedented restrictions for off-base activities of military personnel. Having
first banned overseas travel, the Pentagon is now keeping all uniformed
personnel on or nearby military bases across the country and the world.
Several other national security agencies are following the Pentagon’s
contingency plans, and that continuity personnel at the White House are
“readying [for an] evacuation.”

https://rightwingtribune.com/2020/03/19/department-of-defense-gives/
https://www.newsweek.com/exclusive-inside-militarys-top-secret-plans-if-coronaviruscripples-government-1492878
Army to deploy to New York after Trump declares major disaster: Troops to turn
hotels and sports arenas into hospitals as ventilators run low, lines form outside
hospitals
 President Trump declared New York State a major disaster area Friday as
coronavirus cases skyrocket
 The declaration allows New York State to access federal aid via FEMA's
$42billion Disaster Relief Fund
 The US military is now working on plans to takeover hotels, college
dormitories and sports arenas and turn them into ICU-like medical
facilities
 The emergency declaration comes as New York State and city hospitals run
out of face masks and ventilators
 This is the first time in US history a president has declared a major disaster
over a public health threat
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8137097/President-Trump-declares-New-Yorkmajor-disaster-area.html
Idaho Begins Fining and Jailing Those That Break Lockdowns
Play: https://youtu.be/bvyAIMuFHFg
Meet The Press Broadcast - March 22nd, 2020
Play to 3:50: https://youtu.be/gOTC4grU35c
BREAKING! National Guard Deploys To FedExField In Maryland
Footage of the National Guard setting up at FedExField is coming out; home of
the NFL’s Washington Redskins in Landover, Maryland. Dozens of unmarked
police vehicles, military vehicles and military-style are seen in the parking lot of
the stadium, which is located just miles away from the nation’s capital in
Washington, D.C.
Similarly, footage leaked online shows Dallas, Texas’ Kay Bailey Hutchison
Convention Center, the largest column-free exhibit hall in the United States, filled
with hospital beds in a scene reminiscent of 1918’s Spanish Flu.
https://banned.video/watch?id=5e751ced44bc7100a3217251
https://www.infowars.com/breaking-national-guard-deploys-to-fedexfield-in-maryland/
Exclusive: First Photos Inside Dallas Coronavirus Quarantine Facility Leaked
The rows eerily similar to the quarantine medical centers used during the deadly
1918 Spanish Flu epidemic
Alex Jones & Kit Daniels | Infowars.com - March 19, 2020
Exclusive photos taken from the Kay Bailey Hutchinson Convention Center
shows preparations for a quarantine center not unlike those used during 1918
Spanish flu epidemic.

An inside source provided us photos from the Dallas Convention Center, one of the
largest convention centers in the US, showing rows and rows of beds.
Our source reported that the facility already houses hundreds of beds.
The Dallas government has put out a cover story that the facility is an “overnight
shelter,” but another source inside Dallas law enforcement confirms to us that this
facility is meant for COVID-19 victims and that other facilities are being prepared in the
area as well.
It is standard operating procedure for FEMA to use large convention centers as
emergency hospitals and quarantine centers when they are expecting the normal
medical system to be overwhelmed.
The rows of beds are not
unlike the quarantine
treatment centers used
during the deadly 1918
Spanish Flu epidemic, as
historical photos reveal.
Universal History
Archive/Universal Images
Group via Getty Images
https://www.infowars.com/exclu
sive-first-photos-inside-dallascoronavirus-quarantine-facilityleaked/
The Coronavirus Covid-19 ORIGINS and the END GAME plan
Play to 39:17: https://www.brighteon.com/d2760304-369f-4297-93d1-360ec43d60ef
+2+ Trump Administration Warns They Anticipate 18-Month Long Widespread
Shortages
Play: https://youtu.be/ijFFKiVsSo8
Related:
Coronavirus lockdown could last 10-12 WEEKS: Treasury Secretary Steve
Mnuchin warns millions may have to stay home until June in to slow the spread
as he nears deal that will pump $1TRILLION into the economy and give families
$3K each
New York Governor Warns Lockdown Could Last 9 MONTHS OR LONGER!

Play: https://youtu.be/1zdQoENmPRE
Natural Disaster Teams Hauling Mass Generators In East Tennessee
Play: https://youtu.be/nM6RYu79h0o
On Monday Morning, Will Trump Pull the Trigger on Full-Scale Medical Martial
Law?
For the record, I am having a difficult time acquiescing to the notion that the
nation is going to be under “lockdown (LD)” procedures as early as tonight of the
first thing in the morning.
In the last 48-72 hours, I have seen an amazing number of events and documents
which tells me that America is at a pivotal point and is about to change forever.
One of my former college basketball players sent me video and audio of multiple
troop helicopters landing at Luke AFB, last night. He estimated at least 30
helicopters were involved. I have numerous versions of the similar documents
which gives an individual to pass through checkpoints. I know that some of the
troops at 29 Palm Base in California have been told to report to work in their
combat gear. The most amazing thing that I have seen is a video of a long train
that is carrying both UN and US tanks. This was the most bizarre thing I have
seen and it speaks to the possibility that the UN could soon be “managing” our
health crisis.
I am still finding it hard to believe that it is entirely possible the nation is entering
into full-scale martial law. It is possible that I have finally reached my level of
cognitive dissonance and we all have that level, as the condition is realized at
differential points. If you think you are entirely hard-wired for the truth, I can tell
you that we are not. I am receiving repetitive reports from fairly reliable sources
which states that as of 0300 Monday morning (Eastern), the nation will be in some
enhanced level of medical martial law. I want to state for the record that the
sources of this information are not my most trusted and highly placed sources.
My most trusted sources know that something is coming but many of them are
being left out of the information loop which makes them highly suspicious that
something very big is coming.
Top Coronavirus Headlines
Get Out of the Cities While You Still Can
BILLION PEOPLE CONFINED TO HOMES
ITALY CASES SOAR AGAIN
NIH: UP TO 70,000 CASES NEXT WEEK
The battle for Los Angeles is LOST… LA County announces NO MORE TESTING
for coronavirus, containment now impossible, 100,000+ may die in LA… prepare
for chaos
Trump considers national quarantine; Only drug, grocery stores open...
CALIFORNIA: 56% WILL BE INFECTED
GOV. ORDERS 'STAY HOME'
NEW YORK STATE QUARANTINED; ALL WORKERS MUST STAY HOME
Israel Debates ‘Total Suspension Of Individual Freedom’ In Knesset Intel Hearing

London Hospitals Collapsing; Overwhelmed with Coronavirus Patients
'Unparalleled Challenge' - Inside America's First Locked-Down Major City,
'Everything's Out Of Our Control'- Just like what’s about to occur in the UK, is
that the Bay Area could soon see troop deployment on streets to maintain order.
Final bell on Wall Street: New York Stock Exchange trading floor closes
indefinitely due to coronavirus as Dow plunges 913 points and erases the gains
of Trump's presidency in worst week for stocks in three decades
TESTING CHAOS CONTINUES
Outbreak: A Cascade of Warnings, Heard but Unheeded...
U.S. jobless claims could top record 1.5 million next week!
DELAY REPORTING NUMBERS?
Newly unemployed grapple with fallout...
Virus killing far more men than women...
Half Of Patients Have Digestive Symptoms...
"Mayor Granted Power To Ban Guns & Ammo"
In Dead Of Night, Israel Approves Mass Surveillance Of Its Citizens Through
Cellphone Tracking To Slow Spread Of COVID-19 Coronavirus
Prosperity Gospel Millionaire & Satanist Kenneth Copeland Screams At His
Followers Unemployed Due To Coronavirus Cutbacks ‘Don’t You Dare Stop
Tithing!’
With His Hand Dripping With ‘Anointed Oil’ End Times Heretic/Satanist Kenneth
Copeland Heals Viewers Of The Coronavirus Through Their Television Sets
AMERICAN AIRLINES grounds 55,000 flights...
DELTA, UNITED sending largest planes to desert for storage...
State Dept tells citizens not to travel; Return home if overseas...
National Guard Chief Sees 'Tens of Thousands' Deployed...
Outbreaks Spreading in Nursing Homes...
ER Doctor Says Hospital Supplies Already Being Rationed...
Sacramento County Issues Legal Order To Stay Inside...
Gathering bans raise religious freedom questions...
Americans Flocking to the Safety of Comfort Foods...
Grocery Delivery Strains to Meet Demand...
Truckers Facing Hurdles in Keeping Supply Chains Moving...
Eating Out May Never Be the Same...
Looming psychological crisis...
DOJ seeks new emergency powers; Detain people indefinitely without trial...
The Justice Department has quietly asked Congress for the ability to ask chief
judges to detain people indefinitely without trial during emergencies — part of a
push for new powers that comes as the coronavirus spreads through the United
States.
A Justice Department spokesperson declined to comment on the documents.
The move has tapped into a broader fear among civil liberties advocates and
Donald Trump’s critics — that the president will use a moment of crisis to push
for controversial policy changes.

North Carolina--First Look At Internal Passports To Travel Within The United
States
North Carolina’s Department of
Public Safety reportedly issued
a statute imposing a statewide
curfew effective until April of
NEXT YEAR.
The certificate, evidently given
to a healthcare worker as an
exemption waiver for the
impending curfew, explains
Governor Roy Cooper’s state of
emergency declaration and a
mandatory curfew that will be
put into effect.
Photo is from North Carolina
Bigger than #COVID19
Referenced statute gives exemptions for essential deliveries UNDER CURFEW
Military doctrine #martiallaw2020:#lockdown movement, communication,
shooting pic.twitter.com/bzxbZxNaZ3
— David Knight (@libertytarian) March 21, 2020
The certificate was signed by the state’s Department of Public Safety Secretary
and the Division of Emergency Management director.
At the bottom of the document, an expiration date of April 30, 2021 is clearly
visible, indicating the statewide emergency declaration could last well over a
year.
This comes after California, Illinois, and New York issued statewide “shelter in
place” orders until further notice as coronavirus cases continue to grow in the
U.S. to over 24,000.
https://www.infowars.com/report-north-carolina-declares-state-of-emergencyimposes-curfew-that-could-last-over-a-year/
“Travel Papers” and the Pandemic Patriot Act 2.0
Sunday, March 22, 2020 TheOrganicPrepper.com March 22, 2020 Did you ever
think we’d reach the point in the United States where you had to have papers to
freely travel from one place to another? It appears we’re at the point.
The MTA issued “travel papers” to their workers
On March 17th, a few days before New York issued a shelter in place order, the
Metropolitan Transportation Authority issued “travel papers” to their employees
to prepare for a potential coronavirus curfew. The NY Daily News reports:
If non-emergency travel is restricted, workers can show law enforcement officials
the letter if they’re stopped on the way to work.
“This letter along with current New York City Transit identification identifies this
individual as an essential employee who is required to travel during the curfew
imposed due to the Coronavirus emergency,” states the letter, which is signed by
the Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s Police Department’s acting chief

Joseph McGrann. MTA spokeswoman Abbey Collins said the letter was
distributed on Monday to a “limited number of NYCT bus employees living in New
Jersey” because the state’s Gov. Murphy suggested imposing a statewide curfew
between 8 p.m. and 5 a.m. (source)
Clearly, the wheels have been in motion for several days. And it’s not just the
MTA.
http://revolutionradio.org/2020/03/22/travel-papers-and-the-pandemic-patriot-act2-0/
ALERT--The Use Of Cash Being BANNED--DOJ Trying To Suspend The
Constitution!
Play: https://youtu.be/UFWUyvK2FFY
URGENT CALL TO ACTION: Are 5G / Biometric Systems Being Covertly Installed
During the Lockdown... Where do YOU Live?
TBYP Staff
As the world grapples with the fallout of the COVID-19 situation, we write to you
with an important call to action. Use the COMMENTS section below to let us know
the situation where you live.
In recent days a couple videos have begun circulating on social media with
evidence of apparent installations of 5G and/or biometric systems while children
are home due to the COVID-19 lockdown.
We now have the opportunity to confirm (or debunk) reports of these covert
installations at schools everywhere. We need your help with this – see the bottom
of this post for what to do.
First, on March 16, the YouTube channel Logic Before Authority posted a video
detailing a message he received from an apparent member of a local school
board. This whistleblower detailed how school districts were intending to covertly
install 5G equipment in schools during the lockdown, under the direction of the
U.S. Department of Education. The companies being sent in were instructed to
act as if they are there to disinfect the schools to stop the spread of the virus.
Watch that video here—Play to 13:27: https://youtu.be/8ocWUAwQMhY
YouTube link: y2u.be/8ocWUAwQMhY
Following the Logic Before Authority video, On March 18 another video began
circulating showing a fleet of white work vans behind an unknown school.
Although we do not see the name or location of the school, the video clearly
shows vans for two companies – Systems Plus Wisconsin and North American
Mechanical, Inc. Both companies appear to be headquartered in Madison,
Wisconsin.
While American Mechanical, Inc focuses on plumbing and mechanical services,
Systems Plus Wisconsin clearly states they install biometric systems. The person
filming the video called the school to ask whether the vans were involved with
anything related to 5G. The person on the other end of the line then immediately
hung up the phone.
Watch the second video here: youtube.com/watch?v=NeLWc–eVU8

These videos, and others, have since sparked a growing number of social media
comments from folks claiming to have seen work vans and/or towers and
antennas being installed on school grounds during the quarantines. In fact, TBYP
writer Derrick Broze was able to confirm that systems were being installed at
Houston area schools during shutdown.
What’s happening in your neighborhood?
Now we need your help gathering more evidence! Most of us have been asked to
stay home from work and our children have been indefinitely sent home from
school. This absence from the daily grind has provided us with the opportunity to
question the narratives that are unfolding around us.
Take a walk or drive to your local school to see if you notice anything unusual,
such as work vans or telecom companies on site. If so, call the school and
politely ask for more details. Please be courteous, but firm. If it’s the case that the
U.S. Department of Education (or other state, federal or local agencies) are indeed
working with the telecoms to covertly install 5G and/or biometric systems in
schools, parents deserve to know!
Scroll down, and post your details and links to pictures in the comments section
below! Once we gather enough credible evidence we be able to accordingly move
forward with an organized action.
Then, please write your school board superintendent, school principal, or elected
reps! Here’s an example script which is courteous and firm.
Here are some of the initial comments from YouTube and Facebook:
“I went to check my local school after I saw the video you posted on this today —
sure enough, 3 telecom vehicles were the only vehicles in sight. Sneaky and evil.
“-Deirde R, March 19 (Texas)
“My sister is a teacher in TN and they have been told to stay out while
maintenance cleans.”-Break the Chains, March 20
“The installation of 5G towers while everyone is being ‘quarantined’.”-Phoenix M,
March 20 (BC)
“At least 40+ vans. Not including the ones parked in corner of buildings or in
front of schools.”-Ivonne J, March 20 (North Texas)
“They are installing 5g around schools here in Richmond, Virginia today–the first
day schools are closed due to this fake coronavirus. Trucks are out digging up
roads for the fiber installation of 5g.”-Commenter, March 17
“Im actually watching these Persons in their altech trucks placing 5G boxes on
poles right outside of my apartment building right now. They started down the
whole block actually.”-Wanda F, March 17
Where could this all be leading?
Our concern is that 5G could be installed without our knowledge while we are
grappling with the fallout of the COVID-19 pandemic, and that the installation of
biometric systems could be a part of a more sinister agenda.
Namely, we are concerned that after the COVID-19 pandemic passes we will still
be dealing with the repercussions of newly installed 5G, biometric systems,
thermal imaging cameras or even temperature guns to detect who MAY have
COVID-19.

Even more worrisome is the idea of government-mandated vaccinations; and, for
example, that only those who can prove they have received the COVID-19 vaccine
(once it’s developed) will be allowed back to work, school, public parks, public
transportation, etc.
This is even more worrisome when you consider that Bill Gates – a long time
proponent of vaccinations and population control – recently stated:
“Eventually we will have some digital certificates to show who has recovered or
been tested recently or when we have a vaccine who has received it.”
What does Gates mean by a “digital certificate”? Could it be tied in to the Global
ID2020 or the discussion of a “tattoo” that tells the medical authorities whether
you have been vaccinated, for example?
At the moment we simply don’t know where the COVID-19 pandemic will lead, but
it is certainly being exploited to push several agendas which do not bode well for
human health and freedom.
CALL TO ACTION:
1. Share details of what’s happening at schools in your area! Post comments
below so we can collect all the evidence! For pictures and videos, post the links
after you upload it onto another site, since this site can’t host uploads at this
time.
2. Join our new Telegram Channel for updates! We have
just launched a new Telegram channel for an upcoming
initiative, “Solutions For Humanity.” Please follow our
channel for updates as we build out a new interactive
community. Telegram is encrypted, uncensored and
apparently secure. (First: install Telelgram on your computer – you can also use it
on phone. Second: follow us @Sol4h.)
+3+ URGENT alert: Financial system collapsing, food supply collapsing,
hyperinflation coming, guns and ammo wiped out, military martial law plans
leaked… details
Thursday, March 19, 2020 by: Mike Adams
(Natural News) Keeping this very short, as things are developing very rapidly. If you
can’t handle the reality of this situation, don’t read the following overview. To those who
can’t handle words, you need to accelerate your adjustment curve or you won’t survive:
 We are upgrading our preparedness recommendations to 18 months of food and
critical supplies. This is not some sort of self-serving statement, since our own
store barely has anything left to sell.
 The financial system is cratering. Banks will begin to fold soon. Many deposits
will be wiped out. Some are moving into T-bills (US Treasury), even knowing the
dollar will lose a lot of value this year due to monetary debasement. “America will
end as we know it. I’m sorry to say so, unless we take this option,” – Bill
Ackerman, CNBC.com, imploring Trump to shut down the entire nation for 30
days.
 Pensions are being wiped out right now, exactly along the lines we’ve been
warning about for years (see Pensions.news for historical articles). If you had

exposure to the bubble stock market, those assets are being eviscerated by the
day. Expect an 80% loss.
 Real estate will begin to crater soon. Expect a 40% plunge on average,
nationwide. Unemployment will skyrocket to Great Depression levels in
less than 90 days. This is not a drill.
 The “free money” insanity being pushed by the Trump administration will result in
rapid price inflation across America, putting us on the path toward a
Venezuela-type scenario and more money printing goes to insane levels to bail
out everybody and everything in the economy. Dumpster diving for food, the
national sport of the failed state of Venezuela, will soon be commonplace in
many US cities.
 The food supply is cratering in many regions, with food distribution hubs gutted,
and many local retailers cleaned out. City dwellers are “hunting” for grocery
stores in rural areas that have more food. We anticipate gun battles over food
to commence soon.
 Speaking of guns, every round of ammunition and every firearm in America is
just about gone as of today. Retailers still have some supplies, but wholesalers
are wiped out everywhere. If you didn’t arm up before now, you will have to pay a
sweet premium to acquire anything in this area.
 More and more experts and even CDC officials are now openly talking
about “millions of deaths” in the USA over the next 18 months. It’s no
longer a conspiracy theory. “The new coronavirus could kill millions
across the U.S., said Dr. Kathleen Neuzil, director of the Center for Vaccine
Development at the University of Maryland’s School of Medicine.” –
CNBC.com
 Gold and silver supplies are VERY difficult to acquire now (physical), even as
spot prices for silver are cratering. But real-world “bid” prices for physical silver
are much, much higher, and that’s even if you can find physical silver rounds
anywhere.
 Once-secret military control plans have been leaked to the media,
describing the total military lockdown of the USA. The plan names are
“Octagon, Freejack and Zodiac.” From Newsweek.com: “The three most c
ompartmented contingencies – Octagon, Freejack, and Zodiac – call upon
various military units in Washington DC, North Carolina and eastern
Maryland to defend government operations if there is a total breakdown.
The seventh plan – codenamed Granite Shadow – lays out the playbook for
extraordinary domestic missions that involve weapons of mass
destruction.” (In other words, tactical nukes deployed in America.)
 The masses of unprepared, oblivious, clueless sheeple are about to lose it.
Expect looting, robberies, and “gang”-level raids of grocery stores and
pharmacies soon. Law enforcement will be very quickly overrun. Chaos is
about to commence. Prepare your chest rig with level IV ballistic plates.
This is NOT a drill. This is NOT a hoax. And this isn’t going to be over in a month.
Some independent media outlets have been infiltrated by the communist Chinese
to push the “hoax” narrative so that Americans are late to get prepared as the
financial collapse commences.

Once America has begun to fall, the Chinese may launch a land invasion of
America. All those in California who still have AR-15s and 30-round magazines,
gear up for defense of the homeland against invading communist troops.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-03-19-urgent-alert-financial-system-collapsing-foodsupply-hyperinflation.html
Vaccine Digital Biometric Announced--Funded by Bill Gates—This is the
Precursor to the Mark of the Beast
Play: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3G8pcyW-WE&feature=youtu.be
Three Abortionists Admit Symptoms Consistent with COVID19 as Abortion
Facilities Ignore Health Risks
March 19, 2020 By Operation Rescue 9 Comments

By Cheryl Sullenger
Washington, D.C. – As businesses across America close down and events are
cancelled in an attempt to control the spread of the Chinese Coronavirus, abortion
businesses are bucking the system and are staying open.
Abortion clinics and hospitals where some abortions are done are ignoring the U.S.
Surgeon General’s guidelines to halt elective surgical procedures, and are booking
elective abortion appointments despite the threat of accelerating the spread of the
disease.
Now, at least three abortionists have admitted that they are in self-quarantine after
exhibiting symptoms consistent with the Chinese Coronavirus.
Nelson was the subject of a Huffington Post article written by pro-abortion reporter
Melissa Jeltsen, who lamented on Twitter, “Abortion clinics cannot survive for long
without healthy doctors.”
Jeltsen lamented that there are not enough abortionists to take the place of those
who fall ill, which may cause abortion facilities to close.
She continued, “Coronavirus is exposing just how fragile access to abortion is
across much of the country. If a few abortion providers get sick, it could have a
dramatic domino effect.”
Coronavirus is exposing just how fragile access to abortion is across much of the
country. If a few abortion providers get sick, it could have a dramatic domino
effect.
— Melissa Jeltsen (@quasimado) March 17, 2020

One popular meme that is currently circulating around social media questions why that
is considered a problem.
“If #COVID19 causes @PPFA (Planned Parenthood) to close for just 2 weeks, the
virus will have saved more people than it has killed. Think about that statement.
#coronavirus,” tweeted Amber Rowell.
Get Ready! Forced Quarantines Are Next--Martial Law likely around the corner
Darrin McBreen | Infowars.com - March 19, 2020
As major U.S. cities prepare for a total lockdown to combat the Covid-19
pandemic, police, state troopers, the Army and the Air National Guard are
preparing for martial law. That means you need to prepare for mass quarantines.
The “shelter-in-place order” is coming.
Play: https://banned.video/watch?id=5e73fc152da2050016fb94d4
CORONAVIRUS: Denmark Passes Law Enabling Forced Coronavirus
Vaccinations--New measures “most extreme since the Second World War”
16 March, 2020 Paul Joseph Watson
Denmark has passed an emergency law that allows for the government to force
people to take a vaccine for coronavirus.
The emergency law gives authorities sweeping powers to tackle the COVID-19
pandemic and will remain in force until March 2021.
Citizens who refuse to be tested for the coronavirus will face fines and potential
prison time, and will be prevented from entering shops, grocery stores, public
institutions and hospitals while also being restricted from using public transport.
“As well as enforcing quarantine measures, the law also allows the authorities to
force people to be vaccinated, even though there is currently no vaccination for
the virus,” reports the Local.
Copenhagen University law professor Jens Elo Rytter said the new measures were
“certainly the most extreme since the Second World War.”
The initial draft of the law was even more draconian, and would have allowed police to
enter private homes without a warrant if there was a suspicion of a coronavirus
infection.
However, this measure was dropped after opposition from other parties in the
Parliament.
https://summit.news/2020/03/16/denmark-passes-law-enabling-forced-coronavirusvaccinations/
HOSPITALS IN SPAIN COLLAPSING; INFECTED HAVE TO LAY ON FLOOR - NO
BEDS
Videos are beginning to emerge from hospitals inside Spain as the coronavirus
overloads that nation's healthcare system.
In the video in the link above, persons sick with coronavirus are left LAYING ON
HALLWAY FLOORS, with masks, some with oxygen, because no beds are
available.
What we see happening in Spain, is already happening in Italy, and will also
happen HERE, in America.

This disease outbreak, from a Chinese Military Bio-Weapon (Story Here) - is
showing no sign of stopping.
A single case of the coronavirus has wreaked havoc in our hospital--I’m a Doctor
in Britain--We’re Heading Into the Abyss
LONDON — Ten days ago, I was asked to see a patient. I’m a respiratory
specialist in an intensive-care unit at a hospital in London, so it wasn’t surprising
that the patient needed a ventilator. It seemed fairly typical. But the patient turned
out to have the coronavirus — our hospital’s first case and one of nearly 2,000
people who have so far tested positive in Britain. I hadn’t worn a mask. Soon I
developed a cough. Though I experienced neither fever nor breathlessness, I was
told to self-isolate for 14 days. That’s where I am now, in self-isolation. And I’m
not the only one from my hospital. After just one patient with Covid-19, a quarter
of our junior staff are off with coughs and sniffles we would normally work
through. A single case of the coronavirus has wreaked havoc in our
hospital. dnyuz
Hello from Italy--This is a crisis like none before
I'll spare you the statistics and the sermons; both are already abundant. But I do
want to make one thing clear: If you think that by stocking up your pantries you
have absolved yourself from the responsibility of preparing for this virus, you are
mistaken. Be sceptical of both naysayers and doomsayers; there's no way of
knowing how this will end. The restrictions came upon us slowly but steadily.
Within two weeks, our old lives were gone. First, the schools closed, then came
social distancing. Then the government locked down the hardest-hit areas: no
more going in and out of certain provinces; limited movements within the "red
zones." Then the whole country shut down. GT
Coronavirus patients on 'apocalypse' ward gasp in bubble helmets as army move
bodies
20 MAR 2020--Patients are seen lining walls throughout a Bergamo hospital in
bubble helmets as medics desperately plea for the UK to lock down or face the
same horrors they have - with the Italy death toll having surpassed China.
Distressing footage shows the
desperate scenes at an emergency
ward in Italy as trolley-bound
coronavirus patients wear 'plastic
bubble' helmets and gasp for air as
the country's spiralling death rate
soared above China's
With the Bergamo hospital's ICU
completely full, medics - who are
reportedly calling it 'the Apocalypse' are seen dashing between patients
amid the screech of air escaping tubes and alarms beeping trying to keep the
infected alive.

The bubbles, which cover the entire head and cause staff great communication
difficulties, attempt to equalize the air pressure in the lungs.
It comes as army vehicles have been shipped in to move many coffins from the
virus-hit city.
https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/coronavirus-patients-apocalypseward-gasp-21723273
TRUCKLOADS OF DEAD BODIES IN ITALY - CORONAVIRUS
The Italian military has been called in
to help transport dead bodies as the
northern city of Bergamo, Italy, reels
from the ongoing coronavirus
epidemic. The city’s crematorium is
reportedly now working around-theclock.
The head of Lega Nord, Matteo Salvini,
posted a photograph on Twitter showing
a seemingly endless line of army trucks
moving their way through the Italian
town, located in the Lombardy region.
Why Are So Many People In Italy Dying Of The Coronavirus?
March 19, 2020 by Michael Snyder
One of the great mysteries of this coronavirus pandemic has been the widely
varying death rates that we have been witnessing all over the globe. For
example, the death rate in Italy has been many times higher than the death rate in
South Korea, and that has greatly puzzled the experts. Initially I thought that
perhaps Italy was dealing with a different strain of the virus than South Korea was, and
that may still turn out to be true once we learn more. But another potential factor has
emerged that I wanted to share with my readers, because it has to do with something
that might be in your medicine cabinet right now. Health authorities in Europe are now
warning that ibuprofen may accelerate the multiplication of the virus, and they are
instructing everyone not to use it.
On Saturday, the health minister of France sparked headlines all over the globe when
he tweeted the following…
“The taking of anti-inflammatories [ibuprofen, cortisone … ] could be a factor in
aggravating the infection. In case of fever, take paracetamol. If you are already taking
anti-inflammatory drugs, ask your doctor’s advice.”
Unfortunately, many people in Europe have been immediately reaching for ibuprofen
once they get the virus because they want something that will help them deal with the
pain.
In fact, researchers discovered that most Italians that developed serious
complications once they caught the coronavirus had been taking ibuprofen at
home…
They studied why the disease pathway in Italy is more serious, finding that most
patients took ibuprofen at home. Researchers joined the virus and ibuprofen in the

laboratory and came to the conclusion that administering ibuprofen accelerates
multiplication of the virus and is related to a more serious course of the disease.
This information needs to get out to everyone as quickly as possible, but so far the
mainstream media in the United States has been very slow to pick up on this story.
And that is extremely unfortunate, because accurate information could make the
difference between life and death in a lot of cases.
http://endoftheamericandream.com/archives/do-you-want-to-know-why-so-manypeople-in-italy-are-dying-of-the-coronavirus
This respiratory therapist treats coronavirus in New Orleans--He says the virus is
a lot worse than you think
As of Saturday, Louisiana was reporting nearly 600 confirmed cases of COVID-19, one
of the highest numbers in the country. I spoke to a respiratory therapist there, whose job
is to ensure that patients are breathing well. He works in a medium-sized city
hospital’s intensive care unit. (We are withholding his name and employer, as he
fears retaliation.) Before the virus came to New Orleans, his days were pretty
relaxed, nebulizing patients with asthma, adjusting oxygen tubes that run through
the nose or, in the most severe cases, setting up and managing ventilators. His
patients were usually older, with chronic health conditions and bad lungs.
Since last week, he’s been running ventilators for the sickest COVID-19 patients.
Many are relatively young, in their 40s and 50s, and have minimal, if any,
preexisting conditions in their charts. He is overwhelmed, stunned by the
manifestation of the infection, both its speed and intensity. The ICU where he
works has essentially become a coronavirus unit. He estimates that his hospital
has admitted dozens of confirmed or presumptive coronavirus patients. About a
third have ended up on ventilators.
His hospital had not prepared for this volume before the virus first appeared. One
physician had tried to raise alarms, asking about negative pressure rooms and
ventilators. Most staff concluded that he was overreacting. “They thought the
media was overhyping it,” the respiratory therapist told me. “In retrospect, he
was right to be concerned.”
He spoke to me by phone on Thursday about why, exactly, he has been so alarmed.
His account has been condensed and edited for clarity.
“Reading about it in the news, I knew it was going to be bad, but we deal with the
flu every year so I was thinking: Well, it’s probably not that much worse than the
flu. But seeing patients with COVID-19 completely changed my perspective, and
it’s a lot more frightening.”
This is knocking out what should be perfectly fit, healthy people.
“I have patients in their early 40s and, yeah, I was kind of shocked. I’m seeing
people who look relatively healthy with a minimal health history, and they are
completely wiped out, like they’ve been hit by a truck. This is knocking out what
should be perfectly fit, healthy people. Patients will be on minimal support, on a
little bit of oxygen, and then all of a sudden, they go into complete respiratory
arrest, shut down and can’t breathe at all.”
They suddenly become unresponsive or go into respiratory failure.

“We have an observation unit in the hospital, and we have been admitting
patients that had tested positive or are presumptive positive — these are patients
that had been in contact with people who were positive. We go and check vitals
on patients every four hours, and some are on a continuous cardiac monitor, so
we see that their heart rate has a sudden increase or decrease, or someone goes
in and sees that the patient is struggling to breathe or is unresponsive. That
seems to be what happens to a lot of these patients: They suddenly become
unresponsive or go into respiratory failure.”
The lung is filled with so much fluid, displacing where the air would normally be.
“It’s called acute respiratory distress syndrome, ARDS. That means the lungs are
filled with fluid. And it’s notable for the way the X-ray looks: The entire lung is
basically whited out from fluid. Patients with ARDS are extremely difficult to
oxygenate. It has a really high mortality rate, about 40%. The way to manage it is
to put a patient on a ventilator. The additional pressure helps the oxygen go into
the bloodstream.
“Normally, ARDS is something that happens over time as the lungs get more and
more inflamed. But with this virus, it seems like it happens overnight.
“Typically with ARDS, the lungs become inflamed. It’s like inflammation
anywhere: If you have a burn on your arm, the skin around it turns red from
additional blood flow. The body is sending it additional nutrients to heal. The
problem is, when that happens in your lungs, fluid and extra blood starts going to
the lungs. Viruses can injure cells in the walls of the alveoli, so the fluid leaks into
the alveoli. A telltale sign of ARDS in an X-ray is what’s called ‘ground glass
opacity,’ like an old-fashioned ground glass privacy window in a shower. And
lungs look that way because fluid is white on an X-ray, so the lung looks like
white ground glass, or sometimes pure white, because the lung is filled with so
much fluid, displacing where the air would normally be.”
“With our coronavirus patients, once they’re on ventilators, most need about the
highest settings that we can do. About 90% oxygen, and 16 of PEEP, positive
end-expiratory pressure, which keeps the lung inflated. This is nearly as high as
I’ve ever seen. The level we’re at means we are running out of options.
“In my experience, this severity of ARDS is usually more typical of someone who
has a near drowning experience — they have a bunch of dirty water in their lungs
— or people who inhale caustic gas. Especially for it to have such an acute onset
like that. I’ve never seen a microorganism or an infectious process cause such
acute damage to the lungs so rapidly. That was what really shocked me.”
You’ll try to rip the breathing tube out because you feel it is choking you ...
https://www.nola.com/news/coronavirus/article_701fcccc-6b7f-11ea-a78e4b0eb098d207.html
HUGE! Results from Breaking Chloroquine Study Show a High Cure Rate for
Patients Infected with the Coronavirus While Chloroquine is harder to obtain-vitamin C is not
Vitamin C and Chloroquine / Hydroxychloroquine are two of the most effective
remedies, acknowledged to help end the pandemic in China. Yet, this still has not
been made common knowledge.

Vitamin C official success with COVID-19: see story | see science
Trump tweets on Chloroquine / Hydroxychlorine: see tweet | see science
CHLOROQUINE CURES the VIRUS - Latest Data
by Andrew Strom--Chloroquine is an old anti-malarial drug that is widely available
and also quite cheap - used for decades to combat malaria in
Africa. In China doctors had reported it was one of the few drugs
that seemed to have a significant impact when given to patients
in Wuhan.
French scientists recently began testing the drug in France, and
news of the results has now begun to circle the globe. As
Connexion France reported two days ago: "Renowned research
professor in France has reported successful results from a new
treatment for Covid-19, with early tests suggesting it can stop the
virus from being contagious in just six days...
"Professor Raoult is an infectious diseases specialist who has been tasked by and consulted by - the French government to research possible treatments of
Covid-19. "He said that the first Covid-19 patients he had treated with the
drug chloroquine had seen a rapid and effective speeding up of
their healing process, and a sharp decrease in the amount of
time they remained contagious."
The professor and his team have published a peer-reviewed paper
on their success with this drug (linked at the end of this article)
and there has also been a paper published in the journal Nature
on the same topic.
Chloroquine enhances zinc uptake in the body
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4182877/
Zinc Importance In Dealing with the Coronavirus and Enhancing the Immune
System
Play From 16:28 to 23:00:
https://banned.video/watch?id=5e76ecda2be22400319eed27
Chloroquine a Possible Cure for Coronavirus--Trump Says
Mar 19, 2020 On Thursday, President Trump announced that Hydroxychloroquine,
a form of chloroquine, had been approved by the FDA and will soon be available
for a prescription for the coronavirus outbreak.
Chloroquine is an immunosuppressive drug and anti-parasite commonly used in
malaria treatment. It’s most often taken as a tablet by mouth.
In a press conference, Trump said the prescription will be available “almost
immediately” to the general public.
https://heavy.com/news/2020/03/chloroquine-coronavirus-cure-trump/
Gupta stunned by Trump-Fauci difference at briefing

Play: https://www.cnn.com/videos/politics/2020/03/20/trump-anthony-fauci-coronavirusdrugs-gupta-ip-vpx.cnn
Adults in their 20s and 30s are dying from heart attacks after quick lung
infections--We’re Not Getting the Truth About the Coronavirus-Shocking
Revelation!!!
Thursday, March 19, 2020 By Paul Martin by Dave Hodges
TheCommonSenseShow.com
Recently, my friend and colleague, Paul Martin, contacted me with startling new
information. Heretofore, we have been told only people with underlying medical
conditions, and elderly people over the age of 60 were at risk for dying from the
Coronavirus. We both believed the official story until Paul’s daughter, a nurse in Tulsa,
contacted him with startling new information about the Corona virus. Subsequently, Paul
and myself conducted an interview on this topic as it exposes, either the gross
negligance on the part of the CDC, or the lies emanating out of the CDC. You decide.
Play to 8:01:
https://dcs.megaphone.fm/REP8238487419.mp3?key=0a7c89e68cc1f678fbcb09447fa5
3e87
Chinese doctors say coronavirus ‘like a combination of SARS and AIDS’, can
cause irreversible lung damage
March 5, 2020: Chinese doctors say autopsies of coronavirus victims suggest the
deadly illness is “like a combination of SARS and AIDS” that can cause
“irreversible” lung damage even if the patient recovers.
The grim finding was reported on by Communist Party mouthpiece the Global
Times on Friday, after a paper by Wuhan doctors published in the Journal of
Forensic Medicine earlier in the week went viral on Chinese social media.
It comes as a group of Chinese scientists warn that the virus has mutated into a
more aggressive strain. In a new study published in the National Science Review,
researchers suggested that after COVID-19 crossed into humans, the original
strain evolved into a second type and both of these are now circulating.
https://www.news.com.au/lifestyle/health/health-problems/chinese-doctors-saycoronavirus-like-a-combination-of-sars-and-aids-can-cause-irreversible-lungdamage/news-story/f58f19c5eeae99b845c54e2d2b9305ca
Americans for Legal Immigration PAC is releasing a survey suggesting massive
opposition to Trump's plan to use a Google website to collect private medical
information and conduct triage screening for Coronavirus (COVID-19) cases
President Trump announced on Friday that his task force was crafting a publicprivate partnership with Google to launch a new national website where
Americans would answer medical questions to determine if they qualified to
receive a COVID-19 virus test. (View Video Here)
ALIPAC's rapid internal poll conducted by email and on Facebook (View Here)
and Twitter (View Here) found between 93-97% opposition to "the plan to enter
your private medical information into a Google website to determine if you can
get a Cvirus test or not."

"The most common response to our survey was 'H*** No!' to Google being
involved with any collection of medical data on Americans or Coronavirus triage,"
said William Gheen of ALIPAC.
Advanced knowledge? CDC started hiring QUARANTINE program managers last
November--Hirings for quarantine centers in Texas, California, New York,
Washington, Illinois, Massachusetts and more
Mike Adams | Natural News - March 19, 2020
The CDC appears to have had advanced
knowledge of the coronavirus pandemic
outbreak, as the agency
which deliberately delayed testing kits in the
USA for nearly a month was hiring
quarantine program advisors in November of
2019, to cover Texas, New York, California,
Washington, Florida and many other areas
where the pandemic is now exploding.
This job listing page at jobs.CDC.gov describes
job announcement number HHS-CDC-D3-2010640010, paying up to $93,077 per year, with
an open application period from Nov. 15th, 2019
to May 15th, 2020.
The cities and states described in the job listing
are:
Dallas, Texas, El Paso, Texas, Houston, Texas,
Seattle, Washington, Anchorage, Alaska, Los
Angeles, California, San Diego, California, San
Francisco, California, Miami, Florida, Atlanta,
Georgia, Honolulu, Hawaii, Chicago, Illinois, Boston, Massachusetts, Detroit, Michigan,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Newark, New Jersey, New York, New York, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, San Juan.
Here’s a screen shot of the listing:
How did the CDC have advanced knowledge of the coronavirus pandemic before
it was announced to the world? Well, we already know the CDC is a criminal front
group for the vaccine industry, and we know the CDC had a hand in releasing
measles at Disneyland in California in order to create mass media hysteria to
push for the vaccine mandate law there, SB 277, which just happened to be prewritten by the pharmaceutical industry and ready to push through the California
legislature.
That’s why the CDC is characterized as, “an edifice of fraud” by Robert F.
Kennedy, Jr.
Although we have no direct proof, it would be entirely consistent for the CDC to
be part of a globalist program to deliberately release a deadly pandemic virus in
order to push for mandatory vaccines and funnel billions of dollars into the
vaccine manufacturers (which has already begun). Former CDC head Julie
Gerberding, you may already know, went to work as a top executive for Merck,

and the CDC functions largely as a revolving door with Big Pharma. Part of her
job was covering up vaccine fraud involving the mumps vaccine.
What better way to enrich the criminal pharmaceutical companies than to watch as a
global pandemic virus gets released, granting the CDC extraordinary new powers (and
funding), leading directly to mandatory coronavirus vaccines (the kill switch for global
depopulation).
It also just happens that this coronavirus is the perfect excuse for a global financial
reset that steals money from taxpayers by mass printing trillions of new dollars to bail
out wealthy corporate executives, drug companies and industrial giants. Did you notice
that the new family leave act which guarantees companies will pay employees for
quarantine isolation time is exempting all companies with more than 500
employees?
That’s because this planned pandemic is being used to achieve all the goals of
globalists: Censorship, confiscation of wealth, mandatory vaccines,
depopulation, medical tyranny, martial law, a cashless society and much more.
And yes, the CDC had advanced knowledge of it all. The proof is right on their
own website. Long before China even admitted to the existence of the
coronavirus, the CDC was hiring quarantine managers in all the areas that are
now being hit hardest by the coronavirus. There are no coincidences when it
comes to such alignment of events.
https://www.infowars.com/advanced-knowledge-cdc-started-hiring-quarantine-programmanagers-last-november/
Recommend Protocol For The Corona Virus
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and
medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of it for the benefit of you
and your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make
decisions in all health matters, you must educate yourself. The views and nutritional
advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for
conventional medicine. If you have a severe medical condition, see a competent
physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease, my goal is to help you to make physical and
nutritional changes in your own body so that your body can heal itself.
Corona Virus or SARS: (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome):
Invive 5000ppm (or preferably 10,000 ppm if you can afford it) - 15 cc (=
"measuring" TABLEspoon), every 4 hours till asymptomatic.
++Invive 5000ppm Mild Silver Protein ++ When combating an advancing
presentation of Corona Virus or SARS within the subject individual, it is
“MANDATORY” to maintain a “STEADY STATE” of Silver in your bloodstream
every 4 hours = 6 times per day for adults of 120 lbs and up, (but reduced for
children via percentage of their bodyweight in relation to 120 lbs.).
++ For More Information or to purchase the Invive Silver go to: http://www.drjohnson.com/
Proactive Measures In the Event of a Pandemic
5000 Mild Silver Protein (M.S.P.) Suggested Therapeutic Dosing Guidelines
1tsp.-1tbsp. for every 30 lbs. of bodyweight per day; if you have been exposed or if you
have a virulent virus/Pandemic. The 1 tbsp. dosage would be used for life threatening

situations. This dosage should be equally broken up and taken in 3 hour intervals. Stay
at home and avoid contact with the populace till the outbreak passes. If taking the
M.S.P. drink at least 8, eight ounce glasses of purified water per day. M.S.P. can be
used topically over an infectious site. Because the 5000 PPM M.S.P. is only available
in 4 ounce bottles it would be wise to keep at least a few bottles for each adult
family member and 1-2 for each child in your household. View this like an
insurance policy that hopefully you will never have to use. Even if you don’t use
this product in the event of a pandemic, it can be diluted and taken on an everyday
basis to keep the immune system strong.
--------------------------------------------------------Invive Mild Silver Protein Protocls For Lung, Sinus, Ear, Eye & Topical Infections
For lung infections nebulize 100ppm Invive Mild Silver Protien directly into the lung
fields for 3-4 minute intervals several times per day. If you want to make a 100ppm
solution (and you have a 5000ppm bottle) just divide 5000 by 100 to get: 50. So you
would add 50 parts distilled water to 1 part 5000ppm to make a 100ppm solution.
-----------------------------------------------------Now with a sinus infection the best way to directly go after this is to get any nasal
spray atomizer bottle (Like this one:
http://sparknaturals.com/index.php/accessories/1oz-blue-glass-nasal-sprayer.html ) and
add 500ppm silver to the bottle. Now to make the 500ppm just add 10 parts distilled
water to one part 5000ppm. This will be the strength you use in a nasal spray bottle.
One drop of eucalyptus oil to this 500ppm solution is also very good for nasal use.
When you use the 500ppm in the nasal spray bottle make sure you tip your head back
and spray 3-5 times per nasal passage. You can do this several times per day. You
would also want to take 1/4 tsp. of the 5000ppm held under the tongue 3 times a day
until you are doing better.
-------------------------------------------For Otitis Media (ear infections) (if your ear drops are not ruptured) you need to dilute
the Invive Silver to 500ppm for the ear drops. To make this strength from 5000ppm just
add 10 drops of distilled water to every one drop of 5000ppm. Use 3-4 drops in each ear
2-3 times per day till better. In reality I really like just plain old 3% Hydrogen Peroxide
for ear infections 2-3 drops in each ear. Tilt the head and hold this dose is each ear for
1-2 minutes before tilting your head back. It will bubble and be quite loud and may burn
a little so sometimes children are afraid of the Hydrogen Peroxide whereas the silver
should not bubble or hurt at all.
For an 8 year old I would administer the 5000ppm silver under the tongue 15-20 drops 3
times a day (hold for 2-3 minutes then swallow) to treat the ear infection internally as
well.
----------------------------------------------For an eye infection like Pink Eye only use the 50ppm Invive Mild Silver Protein
Strength. One drop in each eye 3-4 times a day typcially works wonders.
----------------------------------------------To make the AG Cream (AKA Silver Cream) get some Aloe Vera gel and add drops
of the 5,000 ppm silver to the gel to the point just before it starts to liquefy.
----------------------------------------------Invive Silver Dosing Chart for children/babies

Maximum dosage in case of a severe infection: 5 cc's of the 5000ppm Invive Mild Silver
Protein per 30 lbs Bodyweight. 5cc = 1tsp.That means a 30 lb. child receives 5 cc in
total per day, in divided doses of 1.2 cc q.i.d. (or 4 times a day)
A 10 lb. baby receives 2 cc in total per day, in divided doses of 1.6 cc total per day.
In this case (2cc's) that means 7 (drops) Q.I.D.(or 4 times a day)
Q.I.D.= 28 drops total per day divided by 4 = 7 minims (drops) sublingually every 6
hours.
Mild Silver Protein Website: www.dr-johnson.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------Dr. Johnson's Presentation Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and
history
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history. The Truth About Electrically
Produced Liquid Silver & Silver Generators--Learn the Difference Between Ionic Silver
and True, Colloidal Silver Invive Mild Silver Protein: The Ultimate Immune System
Product For Colds, Flu's and Infections: www.dr-johnson.com
--------------------------------------------------------++ Because Invive Silver is so stable it has a 25 year minimum shelf life. There is no
colloidal silver in any form that can even come close to their shelf life or potency; nor
has there been one case of Argyria (turning gray) reported from taking Invive Silver.
++ For More Information or to purchase the Invive Silver go to: http://www.drjohnson.com/
++ Note: Selenium, Vitamin C, Zinc, Calcium and Vitamin D-3 can easily become
depleted from aggressive viruses
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:
++ Please note you cannot order off the links below, they are there for purely
informational purposes. For more information or how to order just email:
drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Recommended Products Dr. Johnson Carries:
My choices of selenium:
Innate Response Selenium 90 Tablet 28.00
Genestra Selenium CWS 0.5 fl oz (15 ml) 14.00
Trace Minerals Liquid Ionic Selenium 2 oz. 15.00
My choices of Vitamin C:
++ I recommend that every adult take at least 6 to 12 grams of vitamin C per day (but
you can go double that is you feel you are infected) for optimum dosing. Space out your
dosages every 2-4 hours ideally.
Innate Response Vitamin C-400 180ct 73.00
Innate Response C-Complete Powder 81gm 31.00
Bio-C Plus 1000™ (100 T) 27.00
Pharmax Vitamin C Powder (Magnesium Ascorbate) 8.8 oz (250 grams) 31.00
My choices of Zinc:
Zn-Zyme Forte(100 T) 15.00
Davinci Labs ZINC LOZENGE 60(ct) Lemon Flavored 9.00
My choices of Calcium/Magnesium products:
Davinci Labs CAL MAG 180 tablets 23.00
Davinci Labs CAL-MAG CITRATE POWDER 30 Servings 4.9 oz 19.00

Children's lines I carry that help the immune system:
MegaFood Kids Multivitamin Soft Chew 30 count 25.00
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D-3 90 tabs 13.00
MegaFood D3 Wellness 1000 IU Gummy 90 count 27.00
MegaFood Elderberry Immune Support Gummy 90 ct 29.00
For a excellent tasting dedicated whole food vitamin C powder for children (and adults)
I recommend: Innate Response C Complete Powder - 81 gm 31.00
These are the Vitamin D-3 products Dr. Johnson carries:
Innate Response Vitamin D 5,000 60 count 34.00
Innate Response Vitamin D-3 (2000 IU)- 90 count 45.00
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D-3 90 tabs 13.00
MegaFood D3 Wellness 1000 IU Gummy 90 count 27.00
For More Information or How to Order--Email:
drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
-------------------------------Top 10 All Natural Anti-Viral Compounds
-------------------------------Updated Online PowerPoint Audio’s of the above teaching by Scott
Johnson:
Avian Flu/Pandemics: What to Expect & How to Prepare (1-16)
Colloidal Silver-Mild Silver Protein it's uses and history
Avian Flu, Population Control, H5N1, Biological Warfare: 1-5
Dr. Johnson’s Preparedness, Survival, Pandemic Teachings
View all of Dr. Johnson's Online Video Presentations in 'Playlist' Succession
Dr. Johnson YouTube Website: http://www.youtube.com/av161177777
Further Proactive Measures
Invest in a "personal nebulizer" as the M.S.P. can be put into this devise and atomized
into the lungs and nasal passages. Use 100ppm Invive Mild Silver Protein strength for
nebulizer use.
Gas Mask Recommendations: Invest in gas masks for each member of your
household. But remember the gas mask is only as good as the seal to your skin, so
don’t put all you eggs in this basket. SGE 150 Protective Mask at: 1-877-AGM-1010
www.approvedgasmasks.com/sge150.htm
Calcium & Vitamin D-3 Is Vital For Your Immune System
Most people are not aware of the role that calcium plays in our immune system. It is
actually one of the chief fuels upon which our immune system runs on. White blood
cells are the main tool our immune systems use to destroy foreign infectious
invaders. White blood cells use calcium as the main fuel to propel themselves and
destroy these invaders through a process called Phagocytosis. If we don't have enough
usable calcium in our body, our immune system cannot ramp up, get to and kill these
foreign infectious invaders. It's like having a guided missile, with no way of getting it off
the ground. Consequently, if you have a low amount of usable calcium in your system,
forget about having a strong immune system. It won't happen because it can't happen.
And calcium is not something that can be manufactured in the body unless we leach it

from our own bones, which over time would lead to osteoporosis. One of the main
signs we are deficient in Calcium during the throws of an infection, is a high body
temperature or fever. One of the things that got me into the alternative health field
was a poorly functioning immune system. I have found one of the main components in
building a strong immune system is keeping calcium reserves high in the body. The
best product to accomplish this is Davinci Labs CAL MAG 180 tablets or Davinci
Labs CAL-MAG CITRATE POWDER 30 Servings 4.9 oz. (139.2 grams). As
sufficient stomach acid is essential for the breakdown of not only calcium but protein,
iron and several other trace minerals. If low stomach acid is a factor, Hydro-Zyme (90
T) or Hydro-Zyme (250 T) should be taken with the Calcium and with food. Or as an
alternative taking 1-2 tsp. with the calcium should do the trick. One other thing that is
important when talking about calcium is the Omega-3 fatty acids which are high in
flaxseed oil. You see the omega-3 fatty acids in flaxseed oil are necessary for healthy
cell membranes and to transport calcium into the white blood cells, where the calcium is
used to support cell motility (movement) and phagocytosis (killing the foreign infectious
invaders). Of the Omega 3 good fats, flax seed oil is very important. For this I
recommend Genestra Organic Flax Oil Capsules 90 Softgels, as flax is a very
volatile oil and spoils very easily. It is a risky proposition buying flax oil off the shelf as
usually there is no way to verify quality. This is also an excellent protocol for skin
protection as Calcium and Omega 3 fatty acids are essential in preserving and
protecting the skin. Now if I feel I may be getting run down, I will increase my dosage of
these two products until my system is back in balance. If these products are taken in
conjunction with a good whole food multi-vitamin mineral product like Intramax or the
Innate Once Daily formulas you should be in pretty good shape.
For the adult multivitamins I carry see below:
Innate Response Women's One Daily 60 count
Innate Response Womens Over 40 One Daily 60 count
MegaFood Women's Multivitamin Soft Chew 30 count
Innate Response Men's One Daily Iron Free- 60 count
Innate Response Men Over 40 One Daily- 60 count
MegaFood Men's Multivitamin Soft Chew 30 count
Innate Response One Daily 90 Tablets
intraMAX 2.0 (32oz Bottle): intraMAX is a 100% organic liquid,
microcomplexed, all-in-one multivitamin with 415+ essential nutrients in each
bottle. It contains 71 trace minerals along with other health promoting “super
foods”, herbs, fruits, vegetables, probiotics, amino acids, and much more.
“intraMAX® is the most scientifically advanced, clinically proven, health
promoting organic nutritional supplement available
today!”
Children's Lines I carry (prices are listed in the links below):
MegaFood Kids Multivitamin Soft Chew 30 count
Genestra DHA Pediaburst 180 Chewable Softgels
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D-3 90 tabs
MegaFood D3 Wellness 1000 IU Gummy 90 count
MegaFood Elderberry Immune Support Gummy 90 ct

Pharmax HLC Child 30 Chewable Tablets Each chewable tablet is 8 times
stronger than the Natures Dynamic Chewable Probiotic tablet I previously sold.
For a excellent tasting dedicated whole food vitamin C powder for children (and adults)
I recommend: Innate Response C Complete Powder - 81 gm
Dr. Johnson’s Comment: I have talked about Vitamin D-3 in my teachings I posted
below:
Transhumanism, DNA, Vaccinations, the Flu Epidemic and Proactive Health
Measures:1-13-13–Part 3
2012 End Time Current Events & Health Alerts: 1-8-12–Part 4
End Time Current Events & Gulf Updates-9-26-10–Part 1
These are the Vitamin D-3 products Dr. Johnson carries:
Innate Response Vitamin D 5,000 60 count
Innate Response Vitamin D-3 (2000 IU)- 90 count
Pharmax Chewable Vitamin D-3 90 tabs
MegaFood D3 Wellness 1000 IU Gummy 90 count
For More Information or How to Order--Email: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com

